pected. The results of such a genomewide scan are a collection of peaks for which the statistic exceeds a preDisease-susceptibility loci are now being mapped via set significance threshold. Some peaks, the true ones, are genomewide scans in which a linkage statistic is com-caused by the presence of a disease gene, whereas others puted at each of a large number of markers. Such dis-(the false ones) are caused by random fluctuations alone. ease-susceptibility loci may be identified via a peak in We have suggested that mean identical by descent (IBD) the test statistic when the latter is plotted against the sharing is higher in a neighborhood around a true peak genetic map. In this paper we establish, by appealing to and that therefore peak length could be used to discrimirenewal theory, that true positive peaks are expected to nate between true and false peaks of similar height be longer than false positive peaks. These results are (Shannon et al. 1995) . In contrast, Lander and Kruglyak verified by a realistic simulation of a genomewide link- (1995) have claimed that there is no way to distinguish age study based on the affected-sib-pair design. Since between true peaks and peaks of the same height that longer peaks are more likely to contain a gene of interest arise from random fluctuations. The motivation for this than are shorter peaks, these differences may aid in linkpaper was to investigate the cause of the apparent disage mapping, justifying assignment of lower priority to crepancy between these claims. shorter peaks. However, since these differences are genOur study was additionally motivated by the followerally small, statistics based on both peak length and ing observations: To evaluate different strategies for geheight may not be much more powerful than those based nomewide scans using the affected pedigree member on height alone. The results presented here also provide (APM) method of linkage analysis, we simulated marka theoretical framework for methods that use the length ers every 2.5 cM throughout the genome in families in of shared haplotypes in populations to map disease which an autosomal dominant disease was segregating genes. (Brown et al. 1994 ). When we examined the behavior of the APM statistic within each genomewide scan, often the true peak was longer than any false peaks of similar Introduction height. In addition, we (Goldin et al. 1995) noticed, when applying sib-pair methods to simulated data from One method for genetically mapping disease-susceptibilthe Genetic Analysis Workshop 9, that the region ity loci involved in ''complex'' disease is to carry out a around a true susceptibility locus contained a long segenomewide screen of a panel of affected sib pairs, testquence of consecutive markers with P values õ.05, aling for linkage with highly informative markers spaced though no single P value approached the standard evenly throughout the genome. The evidence for linkage threshold of .0001. We sought to determine whether may then be assayed by nonparametric tests of whether these observations were based on a real difference bethe siblings share marker alleles more often than extween true and false peaks or were just due to random fluctuations. The theory of length-biased sampling provides the appropriate framework for exploring this area.
subsequent studies to explore how to take advantage of renewal theory indicates that the average length of an interval between recombination events covering a spelength-biased sampling in mapping. However, Goldin and Chase (in press) have recently developed some new cific point t will be larger than the average interval length (see Corollary B below) . This has been noted before in length-biased sampling statistics that performed well in the context of a genomewide screen.
the context of human genetics (e.g., see Lange et al. 1985; Boehnke 1994) . And, if there is no interference, then the mean of the interarrival times covering the speBackground cific time t is twice the mean of the arbitrary interarrival times (in large data sets, this result holds even if there is Length-biased sampling is based on the principle that, given a collection of random intervals of varying length interference; see the Superposition section below). Thus, longer intervals are more likely to contain a true point covering a specific point, longer intervals are more likely to be sampled than shorter intervals. Although we here (see Resnick 1994) . In genetic-mapping studies, the definition of the disease prespecifies the point t, and seek to take advantage of length-biased sampling to aid in distinguishing true from false peaks, it usually has ascertainment of disease families makes it more likely that this point t will actually be covered by a significant negative ramifications in most studies-for example, in association studies (Simon 1980) , segregation analyses peak.
In order to verify that the theory of length-biased (Ewens and Asaba 1984) , population studies (Patil and Rao 1978) , and cell genetics (Schotz and Zelen 1971) .
sampling does indeed apply to the length of chromosomal segments inherited IBD, we conducted a simple Length-biased sampling is the basis of the ''waiting-time paradox '' (Feller 1971) or ''inspection paradox'' (Ross simulation study of segments, inherited IBD by a sib pair, around a gene with fixed map position; and the 1983) (for an intuitive explanation, see Hemenway 1982) . Feller (1971) described this paradox in terms of results (not shown) were as expected. Similar results obtain for more distantly related relatives as well. Note waiting times at a bus stop: Suppose buses arrive according to a Poisson process, with the interarrival times that single and multiple recombination frequencies do not change around the disease locus, since segregation between buses distributed exponentially with mean 1/l. If a person arrives at time t, the expected time until the and recombination are independent processes. Lengthbiased sampling has been implicitly invoked in linkage next bus arrives is 1/l, independent of when the previous bus had been there (the exponential distribution is analyses that treat longer conserved haplotypes as evidence of linkage (Houwen et al. 1994) . Our application ''memoryless''). The expected time since the last bus arrived is also distributed exponentially with mean 1/l, of renewal-theory concepts to this area provides a more rigorous theoretical framework for the work of Houwen yielding the surprising result that the waiting time from the previous bus to the next bus is the sum of two expo-et al. (1994) , supporting their ad hoc Monte Carlo approach. nential random variables, or an Erlang(2,l) random variable with mean 2/l, twice as long as the standard mean interarrival time (note that an Erlang [2,l] is Mathematical Theory equivalent to a Gamma[2,l]-the Erlang is used prefer-DEFINITION: Suppose that a stochastic process generates entially in the stochastic process literature).
recurrent events with locations S 1 , S 2 , and so on, with This phenomenon of length-biased sampling can be S i § S i01 for all i ( fig. 1 ). This process is a renewal rigorously explained by use of a well-developed matheprocess if the interarrival times Y i Å S i 0 S i01 are mutumatical framework known as ''renewal theory'' (see ally independent and follow a common distribution F Smith [1958] also note that Owen [1948] and Bailey (Feller 1971) . [1961] applied renewal theory to recombination processes). In a renewal process, events occur repeatedly, McFadden (1962) points out that there is a distinction and the times between these events are independent and between the interarrival times Y i indexed by labeling an identically distributed (iid). The recombination process arbitrary event with i Å 0 and those interarrival times along a chromosome can be viewed as a renewal process h indexed by starting with the first event before an arbiin which ''events'' are recombination events and ''time'' is genetic distance along the chromosome (Owen 1948) ; ''interarrival times'' correspond to the distance between adjacent recombination events. If there is no interference, then the recombination process is a Poisson process; other processes can be used to model interference (Haldane 1938; Owen 1948; Bailey 1961; Feingold 1993; Feingold et al. 1993; Guo 1996 ; J. P. Nolan, un- Figure 1 Pictorial representation of a renewal process, illustrating our notation. published data). Consistent with the bus example above,
08-07-97 12:03:21 ajhga UC-AJHG trary time t. Indeed, ''by starting with an arbitrary t we on the combined effects of multiple independent recombination renewal processes, so it is not immediately obare more likely to choose a long interval than if we start with an arbitrary event'' (McFadden 1962, p. 365) . This vious that peak lengths are themselves governed by a renewal process. To discuss this further, we narrow our is reflected in the following theorem. discussion to the mean sib-pair-sharing statistic THEOREM I: Suppose that we have a renewal process with interarrival times Y i following the distribution F. Define S N(t) as the arrival time of the last event before some fixed time t, and let rival times from some renewal process, which means COROLLARY B:
that the L's have to be independent and identically dis- [Y] ; that is, the mean of the interarrival times covour renewal-process event as ''crossing the significance ering the specific time t is twice the mean of the arbitrary threshold c,'' we have a process alternating between upinterarrival times.
ward
and downward excursions (fig. 2). If L j is the Superposition
The superposition of a large number of independent renewal processes is approximately a Poisson process, according to the Palm-Khintchine theorem (Palm 1943; Khinchin 1960; Nelson 1995) . The conditions required for the Palm-Khintchine theorem to hold have been outlined by Grigelionis (1963) . However, Samuels (1974) showed that the superposition of a small number of independent renewal processes is itself a renewal process if and only if the component processes are all Poisson processes themselves.
Applicability to Linkage Statistics
Although we have established that the distance between two crossovers flanking a specific disease gene is Figure 2 Pictorial representation of an alternating renewal proexpected to be larger than the distance between any two cess, illustrating our notation. The upper portion graphs the sib-pair adjacent crossovers, this is not equivalent to showing statistic W k against the genetic map, where c is the significance threshthat true peaks are longer than false peaks. Peaks are
old. The lower portion shows how the renewal process is defined as a function of the sib-pair process.
defined in terms of statistics that are themselves based / 9A30$$AU18 08-07-97 12:03:21 ajhga UC-AJHG length of the jth peak of a given height, then we can and each sib pair, we simulated whether the father was informative, where the probability of being informative construct a new stochastic process in which the ith event's location is given by
was c. (Note that a marker is ''informative'' if the parent's marker genotype is heterozygous and different All the L i 's are independent and follow the same distribution, since each one is a function of exactly the same from the other parent's genotype. Our ''informativity'' is approximately the same as the PIC, and this approxiunderlying recombination processes. Thus, renewal theory does apply to lengths of peaks, and so, conditional mation improves as the number of alleles increases.) If the father was informative, we incremented the number on height, the mean length of a true peak should be larger than the corresponding mean length of a false of informative parents, M, by 1, and, if the sibs inherited identical chromosomes from the father at the marker, peak (as discussed in the Mathematical Theory section above) (Scheaffer 1972).
we incremented the IBD count, A k,n , by 1. We then repeated the same process for the mother. Then the affected-sib-pair mean test W k was computed for each Methods marker k, and the P value was computed according to To test whether our theoretical model applies to real-the standard normal distribution. ity, we simulated a genomewide linkage study of a genetc. Peak Definition ically complex trait, using an affected-sib-pair design. We present here a specific example of many different A peak was defined as an excursion of the W k statistics simulations that we have undertaken. This simulation above the significance threshold c. A peak was ''true'' was intended to show that the length of a peak that if it contained at least one point within j cM of a disease covers one of the five true loci tends to be larger than locus. To count multiple excursions very near one anthe lengths of the false peaks. Simulation details are as other as one peak, W k was permitted to fall below c for follows.
õ2j cM (e.g., a peak may have a brief gap). Peaks were grouped into height classes based on rounding of a. Disease Model 0ln(P value) to the nearest integer, where the P value We simulated a trait under the control of five loci is based on the maximum height of the peak. This classisuch that each one contributes additively 6% of the trait fication scheme was fine enough that, within any class, variance and independent environmental factors control the distribution of the peak heights did not vary signifithe remaining 70% of the variance. The trait was ascantly between the true and false groups. sumed to have a prevalence of 5%, and the diseaseNote that none of our simulation assumptions should predisposing allele had a frequency of .1 at each locus.
cause true peaks to be spuriously longer than false peaks. The five disease loci were located arbitrarily, at map The assumptions were that (1) the mode of inheritance position 50 cM on the five longest chromosomes, and of the trait was fixed as described above; (2) segregation were thus segregating independently. For each disease was independently simulated for each chromosome; (3) locus, we simulated parents' genotypes according to recombination events were simulated according to the population allele frequencies, and then we simulated the Sturt (1976) model; (4) if a peak was truncated at a segregation of alleles to the two children. On the basis telomere, simulation of markers was continued beyond of these disease genotypes, quantitative-trait phenotypes the telomere until the peak decayed below the threshold were simulated for the sib pair. A child was ''affected'' c, which may slightly bias toward longer false peaks; if his or her phenotype was in the upper 5th percentile. and (5) the disease loci were on the five longest chromoFive hundred affected sib pairs were ascertained.
somes, which may bias slightly toward shorter true peaks because, under the assumptions of the Sturt mapb. Marker Simulation ping function, interference is stronger on shorter chromosomes. Thus, we are confident that our simulation Markers were spaced every 1 cM throughout the huresults are, if anything, conservative. man genome, where each chromosome had a realistic length as given by Morton (1991) . If a family was ascertained, then recombination events on each chromosome Results were simulated, from parents to children, according to Peak Lengths the Sturt (1976) mapping function. Once the crossover positions had been simulated, the segregation to the off-
The simulation results are consistent with the theoretical expectation that true peaks should be longer than spring was simulated randomly for nondisease chromosomes, whereas, for disease chromosomes, segregation false peaks, as shown, in table 1, for two levels of marker informativity and several definitions of ''peaks.'' Note was determined by the previously simulated disease genotypes, according to the chromosome-based simulation also that peak-length differences are greater for partially informative markers than for fully informative markers, method of Terwilliger et al. (1993 because the variance of the false peak lengths is larger the next, whereas in the fully informative case peaks are much smoother (because of the correlation). Thus, a when markers are less informative. Also, when j ú 1 cM, the theory for the waiting-time paradox does not positive test result with a low-heterozygosity marker has a greater chance of being a false positive than has one directly apply, since there is not a specific point t which all ''true'' peaks must cover-they must cover some with a fully polymorphic marker. (In other words, in a genomewide scan, a LOD score of 3 with a marker with point in a region near the point t-hence the difference between true and false peak lengths is smaller than when 50% heterozygosity is much less impressive than a LOD score of 3 with a fully informative marker.) j Å 1 cM.
To determine whether peak length can aid in the cate- Table 2 indicates, as expected, that the posterior probability of a peak being true is strongly influenced by its gorization of peaks as true or false (within a height class), we computed the posterior probability of a peak maximum height, H k . For example, when c Å 1 and j Å 10 cM, the posterior probability of a true peak was being true, conditional on both height and length. Note that we define this posterior probability as the propor-.37, based on all peaks regardless of height. However, the posterior probability of a true peak conditional on tion, T/(T / F), of all simulated peaks that are true. The results ( fig. 3) indicate that the most efficient use of H k is only 484/3,996, or .12, when H k barely exceeds c and is as high as 1 for large values of H k . In other words, length information is to exclude very short peaks from further consideration. In addition, these findings support if the P value is highly significant, then the peak is almost certainly true. the common strategy of preferentially exploring the longest peaks first, since they are more likely to be true than the shorter peaks.
Lengths of General Shared IBD Segments
Marker Informativeness Length-biased sampling is not only applicable to IBDbased linkage analysis using large numbers of sib pairs The observed numbers of true and false peaks under different assumptions about the probability c of a par-but can also be applied to small samples of distantly related relatives. Recently Houwen et al. (1994) preent being informative and about j are shown in table 2. Note that the number of true peaks increased as the sented an empirical argument for use of the lengths of regions shared IBD between relatives to isolate true informativeness decreased but that the number of false peaks increased even more rapidly, so that the posterior genes from a background of segments shared IBD by chance alone. If the relatives are sufficiently distantly probability of a true peak dropped when c decreased (e.g., from .32 at c Å 1 to .19 at c Å .70, when j Å 5 related, then the distribution of the lengths of segments shared IBD by all these individuals is independent of cM). When c Å 1, the W k are strongly correlated along the chromosome, because of linkage. However, as c the specific relationships between them and is simply a function of the sum of the number of meioses connecting decreases, the W k become less correlated, since different subsets of the simulated meioses are informative at them; for example, two second-cousins should have the same shared segment distribution as do two sets of sibtightly linked loci. As they become less correlated, the observed statistic will vary more from one marker to lings who are first-cousins-these four individuals rep-
08-07-97 12:03:21 ajhga UC-AJHG this is a Poisson process, the mean length of the true positives should be twice that of the false positives. However, note that, in any given genome, Ç25% of the false segments are longer than the single true segment. Now consider the effects of interference on these shared chromosomal regions. If there is interference, then the recombination process is no longer Poisson, but, according to the Superposition section above, as the number of connecting meioses increases, the effective number of superimposed renewal processes increases, and the limiting distribution should approach a Poisson process. However, for relatives separated by only a small number of generations, the behavior may not be consistent with that expected for a renewal process, since the interarrival times are no longer identically distributed (Mecke 1969) . To explore this, we repeated the sharedsegment simulation mentioned above under a number of different Erlang renewal-process models of interference; as expected, there was less difference between true and false peak lengths than when there was no interference. However, as the number of meiotic steps increased, the length ratio between true and false shared segments gradually approached the ratio of 2, expected under a Poisson process.
Discussion

Figure 3
Probability of a peak being true, conditional on length Length-biased sampling occurs whenever one chooses and height, for different heights (छ Å P-value class centered on .01; ᭡ Å P-value class centered on .001; É Å P-value class centered on to observe a renewal process at a specific point t. So the .0001; and / Å P-value class centered on .00001). The peak classes peaks (if there are any) covering any arbitrarily prespeciare defined in terms of the mean m and variance s 2 of the lengths of fied point t will be longer than average. However, in the false peaks.
our case, the definition of the disease prespecifies the point t, and ascertainment of pedigrees segregating for the disease increases the chance that this point t will resent six meioses from the founder mating, and the two second-cousins also represent six meioses. If there is no actually be covered by a peak above the significance threshold. Nature determines which peaks are true and interference, the collective outcome from all the meioses follows a Poisson process (since the superposition of which are false, and so true peaks are longer (on average) than false peaks of the same height. Poisson processes is also a Poisson process). Thus, this permits us to apply our mathematically based frameIf true peaks are, on average, longer than false peaks, then a test based on both length and height might perwork to this area and to conclude that a true shared segment should be twice as long as the average false haps be more powerful than a test based on height alone, since it is using more information. However, such a test positive shared segment. However, there is not very much power to distinguish a true peak from a large set would have an additional df, as compared with a test based on height alone. This would have to be compenof false peaks. To examine this, we simulated a 4,000-cM genome in many different types of relative pairs sated for-typically each additional df increases the required likelihood ratio by a factor of 2 (see Terwilliger separated by a fixed number of generations, conditional on sharing a disease gene IBD from one founder. The and Ott 1994). The ratio of the density functions, dG(x)/ dF(x), for a given length x, can be thought of as the simulation results, based on 5,000 replicates, show that the observed distributions conform to the predicted ones ratio of the likelihood of a given length coming from the true distribution G versus the likelihood of it coming ( fig. 4) . In length-biased sampling, the harmonic mean of the true positive length distribution is equal to the from the false distribution F. Note that this likelihood ratio equals x/E F [X] (Corollary A). More than half the arithmetic mean of the false positive distribution, and the ratio of first and second moments of the false positive time this likelihood ratio will be õ2 (since E G [X] £ 2E a Average number of peaks per genome scan. b Posterior probability of a true peak, calculated as the total number of true peaks divided by the total number of peaks.
not even compensate for the extra df. Even so, length from each parent to sib pair independently, the probability of a recombination changing a given sib pair from information can be helpful: our results indicate that the most efficient use of length information is to exclude IBD to not IBD, or vice versa, is 1 0 R Å 2u(1 0 u), which is Ç.02 when the intermarker distance is 1 cM (as very short peaks from immediate consideration. In fact, if the false interval lengths are exponentially distributed, in our simulation). For fully informative loci typed on N sib pairs, if, at marker k, there are a k alleles IBD and then a length threshold that excludes 25% of the shortest peaks will exclude only 3% of the true peaks; exclud-(2N 0 a k ) alleles not IBD, then the expected number of alleles IBD at the next marker is just E(a k/1 Éa k ) Å Ra k ing 50% of the shortest peaks will exclude only 15% of the true peaks. Note that the common practice of / (1 0 R)(2N 0 a k ), and It is important to note that false peak rate and behavior as we move along the chromosome, the value of the current statistic is correlated with the previous value, and stay the same as sample size increases (provided that the sample size is ''big enough'' to begin with); increasing the the level of correlation is independent of sample size. We verified this via simulation and found that the expected sample size only influences the true peak behavior. To show that false peak rates remain stable, let us consider number of false peaks and their lengths were not changed as a function of the sample size-an observation that the behavior of the sequence W k as a function of genetic distance. Let us make the simplifying assumption that holds empirically for partially informative markers as well. The limiting behavior of false positive statistics has the recombination events occur according to a Poisson process. A change in W k occurs when there is a change been studied by Lander and Schork (1994) and Lander and Kruglyak (1995 
